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(57) ABSTRACT 

Apparatus and surgical techniques provide alternative cut 
ting ?xtures and other features to improve bone resection 
accuracy and joint stability. According to one embodiment, 
stabilizers are removably attached to a cutting guide to 
temporarily lengthen the surface against Which a saW or 
other cutting device rests. Another embodiment provides 
differently shaped saW blades, having curved distal ends and 
right-angle bends applicable to box cuts of the type associ 
ated With cruciate sacri?ce knee-replacement surgery. Meth 
ods are also disclosed Whereby the box cuts, distal and 
posterior augment cuts may be approached from a distal 
perspective, both laterally and medially. A different embodi 
ment provides a trial/cutting guide having ?at surfaces as 
opposed to curved surfaces adapted for articulation Within a 
joint. Yet a further alternative embodiment teaches a device 
for determining the joint line relative to a tibia using the 
?bula as reference. 
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JOINT REPLACEMENT METHODS AND 
APPARATUS 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/308,046, ?led Dec. 2, 2002; Which is 
a divisional of US. patent application Ser. No. 09/159,168, 
?led Sep. 23, 1998, now US. Pat. No. 6,488,687; Which 
claims priority of US. provisional patent application Serial 
No. 60/059,804, ?led Sep. 23, 1997. US. patent application 
Ser. No. 10/308,046 is also a continuation-in-part of US. 
patent application Ser. No. 09/300,665, ?led Apr. 27, 1999, 
now US. Pat. No. 6,602,259, Which is a continuation of US. 
patent application Ser. No. 08/937,216, ?led Sep. 18, 1997, 
now US. Pat. No. 5,897,559, the entire content of all of 
Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This invention concerns arthroplasty, and, more 
particularly, resides in improved cutting guides and tech 
niques to better assist a surgeon in preparing a bone, for 
eXample, to receive an implant. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Whether for primary or revision arthroplasty, cut 
ting guides are typically employed to ensure that the bone 
saW performs resections corresponding to mating surfaces of 
the prosthetic component. For eXample, in a femoral knee 
replacement, cutting guides or blocks are temporarily 
secured to the distal end of the femoral shaft, and include 
slots into Which the blade of an oscillating saW is inserted to 
shape the end of the bone in accordance With corresponding 
surfaces of the prosthetic element. 

[0004] In the case of a revision, the procedure is usually 
more elaborate due to deterioration of the previously pre 
pared surfaces resulting from decomposition of the bone/ 
prosthesis interface, necrosis, and other factors. Cutting 
blocks are also typically used in revision procedures, though 
bone de?ciency often renders stabiliZation of the block 
impossible. In addition, if the cutting block includes a stem, 
the positioning of the stemmed implant can alter the ?t of the 
?nal prosthesis relative to the bone. More recently intro 
duced techniques attempt to base the cuts on an intramed 
ullary guide to Which additional cutting blocks are mounted. 
Though such approaches improve bone cutting accuracy, 
there remains an unacceptable margin of error, the correction 
of Which in some cases requiring a freehand shaping of the 
bone. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] This invention extends and, in certain instances, 
improves upon, apparatus and methods disclosed and 
claimed in US. Pat. No. 5,716,361, Which relates to com 
bination trial/cutting guides, and methods of using the same, 
in various orthopedic joint situations such as the knee, hip, 
shoulder, and other areas of the body. The present invention 
is directed toWard apparatus and surgical techniques Which 
augment or supplant certain teachings of the ’361 patent 
With respect to alternative cutting ?xtures and resection 
accuracy and stability. 

[0006] One embodiment provides stabiliZers Which are 
removably attached to a cutting guide so as to temporarily 
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lengthen the surface against Which a saW or other cutting 
device rests. Another embodiment provides differently 
shaped saW blades, having curved distal ends and right 
angle bends applicable to boX cuts of the type associated 
With cruciate-sacri?ce knee-replacement surgery. Methods 
are also disclosed Whereby the boX cuts, distal and posterior 
augment cuts may be approached from a distal perspective, 
both laterally and medially. A different embodiment pro 
vides a trial/cutting guide having ?at surfaces as opposed to 
curved surfaces adapted for articulation Within a joint. Yet a 
further alternative embodiment teaches a device for deter 
mining the joint line relative to a tibia using the ?bula as 
reference. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] FIG. 1 is a draWing Which shoWs the use of 
stabiliZers removably attached to a cutting guide to tempo 
rarily lengthening the surface against Which a saW or other 
cutting device uses as a guide; 

[0008] FIG. 2A is a draWing of a curved saW blade 
according to the invention 

[0009] FIG. 2B is a draWing of an alternative saW blade 
according to the invention, preferably including a right 
angle bend; 
[0010] FIG. 3A is a draWing Which depicts a trial/cutting 
guide having ?at surfaces as opposed to curved surfaces 
adapted for articulation Within a joint; 

[0011] FIG. 3B is a drawing Which depicts a trial/ cutting 
guide having truncated surfaces corresponding to chamfer 
cuts; 

[0012] FIG. 3C is a draWing Which depicts a trial/ cutting 
guide having a rounded surface; 

[0013] FIG. 4A is a draWing Which illustrates a method of 
approaching boX cuts from a distal perspective; 

[0014] FIGS. 4B and 4C depict alternative Ways in Which 
distal and posterior augment cuts may be made from the 
side, Whether laterally or medially; 

[0015] FIG. 5 shoWs a device for determining the joint 
line relative to a tibia using the ?bula as reference; 

[0016] FIG. 6A is a draWing Which shoWs a Wedge 
shaped defect often encountered in distal femur bone loss; 
and 

[0017] FIG. 6B is a draWing Which shoWs a combination 
trial and cutting guide having “non-parallel” slots and 
Wedges as part of a bone-loss conforming method of resec 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0018] The present invention eXtends and, in certain 
instances, improves upon apparatus and methods disclosed 
and claimed in US. Pat. No. 5,716,361, Which issued Feb. 
10, 1998, entitled BONE CUTTING GUIDES FOR USE IN 
THE IMPLANTATION OF PROSTHETIC JOINT COM 
PONENTS. Accordingly, the entire contents of this patent 
are incorporated herein by reference. Broadly, the ’361 
patent relates to combination trial/cutting guides, and meth 
ods of using the same, in various orthopedic joint situations 
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such as the knee, hip, shoulder, and other areas of the body. 
The apparatus resides in a shaped body having an inner 
surface adapted for temporary placement against a bone 
surface and an outer surface con?gured to co-act in a joint, 
for example, as part of a trial reduction. The present inven 
tion is directed toWard apparatus and surgical techniques 
Which augment or supplant certain teachings of the ’361 
patent With respect to alternative cutting ?xtures and resec 
tion accuracy and stability. The various aspects of the instant 
disclosure are broadly classi?ed according to broad catego 
ries Which folloW. 

Trial/Cutting Guide Stabilizers 

[0019] In some instances, including those associated With 
femoral knee arthroplasty, the shaping of the cutting body to 
co-act in a joint may result in relatively thin thicknesses 
betWeen the inner and outer surfaces of the body. As such, 
if surfaces or slots are provided for a particular resection, the 
cutting tool may extend through the body of the device for 
only a short distance, resulting in a potential instability. 

[0020] This aspect of the present invention is accordingly 
directed toWard the lengthening of one or more of the cutting 
guides through the use of removable stabiliZers Which are 
temporarily attached to the body. This feature builds upon 
concepts disclosed in reference to FIG. 6 of the ’361 patent, 
in particular, Which teaches the use of an extension block to 
carry out box cuts. HoWever, although the folloWing dis 
cussion and draWings reference a combination trial and 
cutting guide of the type disclosed in this issued patent, it 
should be understood that these removable stabiliZers are 
applicable to other bone-cutting situations and, in fact, may 
be applied to cutting guides even if they are not shaped to 
function as a trial device. 

[0021] As illustrated in FIG. 1, stabiliZers 12 and 14 are 
temporarily and removably attached to a cutting guide 10, 
thereby effectively lengthening the surface against Which a 
saW or other cutting device uses as a guide With respect to 
a resection procedure. The stabiliZers may include a single, 
extended ?at surface such as that provided by block 12, or 
may include slots, as shoWn With respect to block 14, or both 
surfaces and slots in combination With additional features. 

[0022] The stabiliZers may be temporarily af?xed to the 
cutting guide in a number of Ways, including removable 
machine screWs or Allen screWs, or detachable snaps Which 
use pressure to apply and remove the members. As a further 
alternative, a stabiliZer such as 16 may include a feature 
Which ?ts into an adjacent slot to provide temporary posi 
tioning. The application of the stabiliZers according to the 
invention is not limited to the slots, openings or positions 
illustrated in the draWing, but may be used in conjunction 
With any provided cutting surface. Procedurally, the method 
of use Would folloW that disclosed in the ’361 patent, in that 
a reduction Would be performed and, upon a successful trial, 
the resections Would be carried, as required, With the addi 
tion of these slot extensions being used for further tool 
stabiliZation as disclosed herein. 

SaW Blades for Effective Box-Cut Resections 

[0023] In US. Pat. No. 5,716,361, slots and surfaces are 
provided to perform box cuts of the type associated With a 
cruciate-sacri?cing procedure. Apparatus and methods are 
shoWn Whereby even the bottom of the box could be at least 
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partially formed by a slot or surface provided for such 
purpose. Although the end of the saW blade may eventually 
reach the surface of an intramedullary stem, if so provided, 
upon removal of interfering portion later in the procedure, 
the beginning of the cut could simply be extended, using the 
cut itself as a guide for the remaining portion of the 
resection. 

[0024] As shoWn in FIG. 2A, a curved saW blade 22 may 
be provided such that When the stem 24 is approached from 
above or beloW, additional material on either side of the stem 
Will be more effectively removed, thereby forming nearly 
the entire bottom of the box even With the stem in place. As 
an alternative to posterior-anterior slot orientation, a differ 
ent or supplemental set of slots may be provided to approach 
the bottom cut from the side of the trial-guide body. As 
shoWn in FIG. 2B, a saw 26 having a right-angle blade may 
be provided, such that and With the trial/cutting guide in 
place and With the knee ?exed, any remaining portion(s) of 
the bottom of the box may be approached from the side. 

Geometric Trial/Cutting Guides 

[0025] A different aspect of this invention is directed 
toWard trial/cutting guides Which do not necessarily include 
articulating outer surfaces to co-act in a joint. That is, in 
contrast to certain of the devices and techniques disclosed in 
US. Pat. No. 5,716,361 Wherein, for example, condylar 
surfaces are provided to co-act in a joint, so long as both 
sides of the joint have surfaces Which mate to properly 
determine gaps or distances, such surfaces Which conform to 
human anatomy need not be provided as a prelude to a trial 
joint reduction. 

[0026] As shoWn in FIGS. 3A-3C, trial/cutting guides may 
be provided having surfaces geometrically indexed to a ?nal 
implant, as opposed to complex, curved articulating sur 
faces, and still function to establish a desired orientation as 
part of a trial joint reduction. As long as the opposite side of 
the joint is con?gured to mate With these ?at surface, the 
surgeon may reduce this assembly into the joint to test for 
proper joint action, including extension/?exion gaps in the 
case of knee-replacement surgery. With the trial/cutting 
guide is in position, it may be moved around so as to mate 
With the corresponding joint surface and then pinned into 
place once a desired orientation has been established. After 
?exing, the cuts associated With the joint may be made With 
the cutting guide and, in the event that augments are 
required, these may be provided in conjunction With a trial 
or a ?nal, as appropriate. 

[0027] Although FIG. 3A shoWs a primary distal ?at 
section Which is connected to a stem and an anterior section, 
the apparatus may include a posterior section as depicted 
With the arroW. In such a case, When the joint is ?exed, this 
posterior piece may rest against the tibial portion to stabiliZe 
the entire assembly for resection as shoWn in the small inset 
draWing. Nor do the test surfaces need to be ?at or joined at 
right angles. As shoWn in FIG. 3B, the outer surface 38 may 
be truncated in a manner corresponding to the “chamfer” 
cuts or, alternatively, as shoWn in FIG. 3C, the outer surface 
39 may be rounded off Without having to form complex 
condylar surfaces, for example, so long as a geometric index 
is established With respect to the prosthesis ultimately 
installed in terms of joint line, ?ection/extension gaps, 
degree of varus/vulgus, or some combination of these or 
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other criteria. One advantage of these alternative con?gu 
rations is that joint geometry and movement may be tested 
for accuracy, but the apparatus may be much more easy to 
manufacture With the ?at surfaces as opposed to highly 
complex surfaces used to provide natural joint features. 

Alternative Cutting Approaches and Guide Marking 

[0028] In performing cruciate sacri?cing knee-replace 
ment surgery, so-called box cuts are used to accommodate 
an intercondylar protrusion. To make the sides of the box 
cuts, slots may be provided from anterior to posterior, as 
shoWn in Us. Pat. No. 5,716,361. As an alternative, hoW 
ever, slots may be provided as shoWn in FIG. 4A to 
approach these cuts distally. Although such a capability is 
disclosed in the form of an aperture in the ’361 patent, slots 
may alternatively be provided, as shoWn. 

[0029] FIGS. 4B and 4C depict alternative Ways in Which 
the distal and posterior augment cuts may be made from the 
side, Whether laterally or medially. FIG. 4B shoWs hoW a 
standard trial may be employed With or Without other slots 
or cutting guides. In addition, a removable attachment guide 
may be temporarily attached to the side of the trial, as 
shoWn, to perform the distal cuts. The removable attachment 
guide may be located at different positions, depending upon 
the augments that Will be used on the ?nal. 

[0030] As a further alternative, instead of a guide attach 
ment, indicators may be provided along various edges or 
other points of the cutting guide body itself, enabling the 
surgeon to mark the bone, Whether or not as part of a trial 
reduction, remove the cutting guide body, and perform the 
cuts in a conventional manner (i.e., With standard cutting 
guides). The advantage here, hoWever, is that With the trial 
in place these markings Would indicate precisely Where the 
?nal implant Will be ?xed to the bone, Whether augments are 
required or not. FIG. 4C illustrates a similar concept, except 
for the posterior cuts, in the sense that a standard trial could 
be used but again facilities could be provided Whereby either 
a saW guide could be clipped on or the bone could be marked 
for the posterior and anterior cuts in the manner just 
described for the distal cut. 

Fibula Referencing 

[0031] FIG. 5 depicts a different aspect of the invention, 
including a device for determining the joint line relative to 
the tibia, using the ?bula as reference. The device, labeled 
‘A’ , contacts the head or proximal portion of the ?bula. The 
device preferably includes a transverse extending rod Which 
is used to estimate Where the joint line should be recreated 
relative to a de?cient tibial surface. The vertical portion 
labeled ‘X’ may be adjustable or ?xed. Adjustability alloWs 
the joint line to be estimated and adjusted relative to a 
different siZed individual. This could be estimated from an 
x-ray or other means. 

[0032] In addition, an element may be provided on the 
transverse bar ‘Y’, to assure a transverse positioning, such as 
a bubble Within a ?uid as commonly provided With a level, 
this of course Would be more involved than just a simple 
transverse bar or any other such con?guration Would be 
appropriate as Well. 

Bone-Loss Conforming Slots and Augments 

[0033] NoW making reference to FIG. 6A, it is often the 
case that bone loss occurs primarily With respect to a central 
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portion of the bone, leaving outer edges With a greater 
volume of bone stock remaining intact. As shoWn in FIG. 
6A, such is typically the case With the distal femur, resulting 
in a defect Which is often Wedge-shaped, as shoWn. With 
traditional cutting guides that produce transversely-aligned 
surfaces, it is often the case that this abundance of medial 
and lateral remaining bone is simply resected and lost for the 
sake of geometric simplicity. 

[0034] As shoWn in FIG. 6B, 21 different aspect of this 
invention is the provision of nonparallel slots and corre 
sponding Wedges, Which may be used to retain at least some 
of this outer remaining bone material. That is, instead of 
making the traditional straight across distal cut 62, as shoWn 
in FIG. 6A, the cutting guide of FIG. 6B is instead used to 
make the cuts along lines 64 and 66 thereby retaining the tips 
of the outer portions of the bone. In the event that Wedges 
are required to ?ll the gaps betWeen the prosthetic element 
and the surfaces created through these non-parallel slots, the 
Wedges, too, are also Wedge-shaped, as shoWn in FIG. 6B. 
Although the speci?c example depicted has to do With the 
distal femur, it should be noted that the apparatus and 
methods are useful in any situation Which Would bene?t 
from an oblique cut and/or corresponding Wedges to con 
serve bone stock Where, in the past, straight-across cuts have 
been used at the expense of such bone material. 

I claim: 
1. Apparatus for use in conjunction With a cutting tool to 

resect the end of a bone having a longitudinal axis and 
medial and lateral sides, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to one of the medial 
or lateral sides of the bone, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, a 
resection is made to the bone along a plane generally 
transverse to the longitudinal axis. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the resection is a 
distal resection. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the resection is a 
posterior resection. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the resection is an 
anterior resection. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the resection is a 
chamfer resection. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the cutting guide is 
a surface against Which the cutting tool slides. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein the cutting guide is 
in the form of a slot. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1, further including: 

a joint trialing device having medial and lateral sides; and 

Wherein the body is adapted for placement relative to the 
medial or lateral side of the joint trialing device. 

9. The apparatus of claim 1, further including: 

a joint trialing device having cutting guides or surfaces; 
and 

Wherein the body is adapted to extend one or more of the 
cutting guides or surfaces of the joint trialing device. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1, further including a pros 
thetic component including a surface that contacts the resec 
tion When implanted. 
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11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the prosthetic 
component forms part of a knee joint. 

12. Apparatus for resecting the end of a bone having a 
longitudinal aXis and medial and lateral sides to receive an 
implant having a generally planar surface associated With 
?xation, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to one of the medial 
or lateral sides of the bone, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, a 
resection is made to contact the generally planar sur 
face of the implant associated With ?Xation. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the resection is a 
distal resection. 

14. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the resection is a 
posterior resection. 

15. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the resection is an 
anterior resection. 

16. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the resection is a 
chamfer resection. 

17. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the cutting guide 
is a surface against Which the cutting tool slides. 

18. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the cutting guide 
is in the form of a slot. 

19. The apparatus of claim 12, further including: 

a trialing device having medial and lateral sides that is 
temporarily placed on the bode before the implant is 
installed; and 

Wherein the body is adapted for placement relative to the 
medial or lateral side of the joint trialing device. 

20. The apparatus of claim 12, further including: 

a trialing device having medial and lateral sides that is 
temporarily placed on the bode before the implant is 
installed; and 

the body is adapted to eXtend one or more of the cutting 
guides or surfaces of the joint trialing device. 

21. The apparatus of claim 12, further including a pros 
thetic component including a surface that contacts the resec 
tion When implanted. 

22. A method of resecting the end of a bone having a 
longitudinal aXis and medial and lateral sides, comprising: 

providing an implant having a generally planar surface 
associated With ?xation; 

positioning a cutting guide relative to one of the medial or 
lateral sides of the bone; and 

resecting the bone using the guide to create a surface that 
corresponds to the surface of the implant. 

23. The method of claim 22, Wherein the resection and 
implant surface are distal. 

24. The method of claim 22, Wherein the resection and 
implant surface are anterior. 

25. The method of claim 22, Wherein the resection and 
implant surface are posterior. 

26. A method of the resecting the end of a bone having a 
longitudinal aXis and medial and lateral sides, comprising: 

positioning a cutting guide relative to the medial side of 
the bone; and 
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resecting the bone using the guide to create one or more 
planar surfaces that are generally transverse to the 
longitudinal aXis. 

27. Amethod of the resecting the end of a bone having a 
longitudinal aXis and medial and lateral sides, comprising: 

positioning a cutting guide relative the lateral side of the 
bone; and 

resecting the bone using the guide to create one or more 
planar surfaces that are generally transverse to the 
longitudinal aXis. 

28. Apparatus for use With a cutting tool in resecting the 
distal end of a femur having medial and lateral sides to 
receive an implant in conjunction With knee-replacement 
surgery, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to the medial side 
of the distal femur, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, a 
distal resection is performed. 

29. Apparatus for use With a cutting tool in resecting the 
distal end of a femur having medial and lateral sides to 
receive an implant in conjunction With knee-replacement 
surgery, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to the medial side 
of the distal femur, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, an 
anterior resection is performed. 

30. Apparatus for use With a cutting tool in resecting the 
distal end of a femur having medial and lateral sides to 
receive an implant in conjunction With knee-replacement 
surgery, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to the medial side 
of the distal femur, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, a 
posterior resection is performed. 

31. Apparatus for use With a cutting tool in resecting the 
distal end of a femur having medial and lateral sides to 
receive an implant in conjunction With knee-replacement 
surgery, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to the medial side 
of the distal femur, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, a 
chamfer resection is performed. 

32. Apparatus for use With a cutting tool in resecting the 
distal end of a femur having medial and lateral sides to 
receive an implant in conjunction With knee-replacement 
surgery, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to the lateral side of 
the distal femur, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, a 
distal resection is performed. 

33. Apparatus for use With a cutting tool in resecting the 
distal end of a femur having medial and lateral sides to 
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receive an implant in conjunction With knee-replacement 
surgery, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to the lateral side of 
the distal femur, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, an 
anterior resection is performed. 

34. Apparatus for use With a cutting tool in resecting the 
distal end of a femur having medial and lateral sides to 
receive an implant in conjunction With knee-replacement 
surgery, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to the lateral side of 
the distal femur, 
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the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, a 
posterior resection is performed. 

35. Apparatus for use With a cutting tool in resecting the 
distal end of a femur having medial and lateral sides to 
receive an implant in conjunction With knee-replacement 
surgery, the apparatus comprising: 

a body adapted for placement relative to the lateral side of 
the distal femur, 

the body including a cutting guide con?gured such that 
When the cutting tool is guided by the cutting guide, a 
chamfer resection is performed. 

* * * * * 


